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(please print 1:1, careful not to print “shrink to fit paper”)
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Cut 4 pieces of fabric with this pattern.
(Cut 6 pieces if you want to make extra pocket, see Step 6)
Consider using 2 different color fabric to help you differentiate exterior and interior
side of mask.

Courtesy of Jeremie Pare Julien
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Material
 Cotton fabric (pre-wash)
 Elastic band ~44cm (~18”) x 2 pieces
 Sewing machine
 Pins

Orange (inside fabric)

Yellow (outside fabric)

1

Cut 4 pieces of fabric using the paper pattern.
Pre-wash the fabric before sewing to avoid shrinkage. Consider using 2
different color fabric to help you differentiate exterior and interior side of mask.

Right-side to Right-side

Open the sewn fabrics.

2

Place 2 pieces of fabric Right-side to
Right-side. Sew the curve edges

3

Open the sewn fabric. Sew along 3 edges,
leave a gap on one edge

4

Turn fabric inside-out using the gap
opening. Sew the open end.

5

Wrap the 2 vertical edges and sew.
Insert elastic strings into the loop. Tie the strings to
fit your face. Hide the knot inside the hem.
Wash and dry your mask. Ready for use!

6

Optional: Consider adding an additional panel on
the inside to create a pocket to insert filter material.
Hem all edges. Sew along top and bottom edges to
the main mask.

7

Optional: Insert replaceable non-woven sheets,
tissue, kitchen paper towel to enhance filtering
properties. Replace filter and wash the
cloth mask frequently.

Sew along 3 edges
leave an opening

Sew the opening
turn fabric inside-out

Fold and sew

There are many alternative ways to make a mask.
Explore, evolve and improve. Share your work!
#makeamask #wewillbefine

Courtesy of Jeremie Pare Julien

face-side

Elastic band

Optional:
sides open to
insert
tissue filter.

Optional: make 1 additional
fabric panel follow step 1-2
and hem all 4 edges.
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Make your own washable mask
Hand-made masks are commonly used in Japan.
The cloth mask may not prevent you from all infectious diseases, nor does it has any industry
ratings like disposable masks. But with shortage in disposable masks, there are many good reasons
to make them.
If you are good at sewing, make a few so you have replacement when you are washing and drying
the other. Or bring a few with you and give them away to friends or people who cannot afford to buy
disposable masks. Remember to give others the information about washing and sanitizing as well.

Why Asia has different
mask-wearing protocol?
It is beyond cultural norm.
Disposable surgical mask is in shortage, and
priority should be given to medical professionals.
However, in Hong Kong and Taiwan, medical
experts and government urge everyone to wear
masks. Some COVID-19 carriers have little to no
symptom at early stage. Masks will reduce
chance of spreading the virus when one is not
aware he/she may be contagious.
(Citation: Time Magazine, March 12, 2020 )

 This mask may give you some level of

protection from common bacteria or other
infectious diseases, just like other masks
would.

 This is a good alternative when dispos-

able masks are in shortage, when many
cannot afford to buy disposable masks, or
when many have no access to disposable
masks.

 Wearing a properly-cleaned cloth-mask is

still better than re-using the same disposable
mask for an extended period of time. (A
used disposable mask is a brewing ground
for bacteria, it SHOULD NOT be washed, or
re-use.)

 Wash it daily. Wash it in soap and water,
boil in hot water, or soak it in bleach. Drying
it under the sun and hot steam ironing will
help sanitize. After washing, remember to
dry the mask thoroughly to prevent the
breeding of bacteria.
 If you have the common cold or hay
fever, wearing a mask makes your friends
feel more comfortable being around you.
More great reasons ….
 This mask can also keep you warm and

Also, don’ t forget to
 Wash your hands with soap and water often
 Practice social distancing
 Avoid touching your nose, eyes, mouth

protect your throat from getting dry in
winter or under a strong air conditioning.

 Cloth-mask is more sustainable and
better for the environment. Depleting less
material and resources, producing less
waste.

Stay Healthy and Be Positive!
#makeamask #wewillbefine
Information provided by Dr. Yumi Yamamoto
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